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Abstract
Microsensors operate under severe energy constraints. The sensor
nodes need to be deployed in large numbers without any preconfiguration. The nodes are thrown in the area of interest randomly
and exact position of each node cannot be pre·specified. However, in
some cases, manually placing the nodes in pre-specified position can be
possible. In lhis paper, we analyze energy consumptions, optimal
network configuration, and data-cenlric rouling schemes to minimize
energy consumption for both random and manU'll placemenl of the
nodes. We show that in a linear network, energy consumption is
minimal when nodes are equally spaced. For a two dimensional
network, energy consumptions for various manual uniform
arrangements such as triangular, square, and hexagonal array of sensors
are analyzed and compared. We show thai minimal spanning (ree is the
optimal data aggregalion tree when nodes are randomly distributed. To
minimize energy consumption in nelwork configuration phase, an
algorithm, called nearest neighbor cree, that approximates minimal
spanning tree, is developed. The simulation results show that it is a 2approximation algorithm.
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1 Introduction
Advances in integrated circuit technology have enabled mass production of tiny, costeffective, and energy-efficient wireless sensor devices with on-board processing capabilities. The
emergence of mobile and pervasive computing has created new applications for them. Sensorbased applications span a wide range of areas, including remote monimring of seismic activities,
environmental factors (e.g., air, water, soil, wind, chemicals), condition-based maintenance, smart
spaces, military surveillance, precision agriculture, transportation, factory instrumentation, and
inventory tracking [13, 14J,
A microsensor is a device which is equipped with a sensor module (e.g., an acoustic, a
seismic, or an image sensor) capable of sensing some entity in the environment, a digital unit for
processing the signals from the sensors and performing network protocol functions, a radio
module for communication, and a battery to provide energy for its operation [14]. Currently,
microsensors typically consist of 8-bit 4-MHz processors (80% of all microprocessors shipped in
2000 were 8-bit [15]), with slow lO-Kbps communication, an 8-Kbyte read-only program
memory, and a 512-byte RAM [16]. These parameters ensure limited weight, size, and cost. We
use the tenn sensor to refer to a microsensor.
There are some similarities between wireless sensor networks and wireless ah-hoc networks.
One of the similar characteristics for both of them is multi-hop communications. Some of the
routing protocols proposed for wireless ah-hoc networks can be examined in the context of
wireless sensor networks. Especially the power-aware routing protocols proposed in [I, 2, 3, 4]
can be explored since sensor networks have stringent energy constraint. However, these protocols
may not be efficient, effective or feasible, in sensor networks. The nature of applications and
routing requirements for the two are significantly different in several aspects [51. First, the typical
mode of communication in a sensor network is from multiple data sources to a data recipient/sink
rather than communication between any pair of nodes. Second, since the data being collected by
multiple sensors is based on common phenomena, there is likely to be some redundancy in the
data being communicated by the various sources in sensor networks. Third, in most envisioned
scenarios the sensors are not mobile, so the nature of the dynamics in the two networks is
different. Finally, the single major resource constraint in sensor networks is that of energy. The
situation is much worse than in traditional wireless networks, where the communicating devices
handled by human users can be replaced or recharged relatively often. The scale of sensor
networks and the necessity of unattended operation for months at a time mean that energy
resources have to be managed even more carefully. This, in turn, precludes really high data rate
communication and demands energy-efficient routing protocols.
Aggregating data enroute, known as data-centric routing, provides a way to reduce volume of
data that saves transmission energy. In this paper, we deri ve optimal and suboptimal data-centric
routing protocols by analyzing energy consumption for various network configurations. The rest
of the paper is organized as follow. Previous works related to routing in sensor networks are
briefly discussed in Section 2. Analyses of the energy and node placement for a simple linear
network are given in Section 3. Energy analysis and optimal routing schemes in a two
dimensional sensor network are presented in Section 4. A self-configuration algorithm for
building nearest neighbor tree, which is an approximation of optimal routing scheme, minimal
spanning tree, is given is Section 5. Experimental results are presented in Section 6 and the
conclusions are in Section 7.
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2 Related Works
Data aggregation has been put forward as a particularly useful paradigm for wireless routing
in sensor networks [6,7]. The idea is to combine the data coming from different sources enroute
- eliminating redundancy, minimizing the number of transmissions and thus saving energy. This
paradigm shifts the focus from the traditional address-centric approaches to a more data-centric
approach [5]. In [5], address-centric and data-eentric protocols are defined as follows:
Address-centric Protocol (AC): Each source independemly sends data along the shortest path to
sink based on the route that the queries took ("end-to-end routing").
Data-centric Protocol (DC): The sources send data to the sink, but routing nodes enroute look at
the content of the data and perform some fonn of aggregation/consolidation function on the data
originating at multiple sources.
The authors theoretically bound the number of transmissions required in DC protocol and showed
that DC protocol need fewer transmission that that of AC protocol.
Heinzelman et al [9] presented a simple analysis to show when multi-hop routing is
preferable over direct communication with the objective of minimizing energy for transmission.
The above two analyses provide a good theoretical basis for using data-centric multi-hop
routing in wireless sensor network. However, a rigorous lheoretical model is needed to estimate
energy and to fmd sensor placement strategy to minimize energy. In the next section, we provide
a model for such analysis.
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Figure 1. Various schemes for data aggregation and routing. The sink can be inside or outside of
the sensing area.
Several schemes have been proposed for data-centric routing in sensor networks. Clusterbased [2, 7], center at nearest source [5], and shollest path tree [5] are important among them.
Cluster-Based Tree (eBT): In [his scheme, the sources send data to the associaled cluster head.
Cluster head aggregate data and send to the sink. Multiple levels of cluster hierarchy [2] can be
another option.
Center at Nearest Source (CNS): In this scheme, the source which is nearest the sink acts as the
aggregation point. All other sources send their data directly to this source which then sends the
aggregated information on to the sink.
Shortest Paths Tree (SPT): In this scheme, each source sends its information to the sink along
the shortest path between the two. Where these paths overlap for different sources, they are
combined to form the aggregation tree.
SPIN [10], Directed Diffusion [6], GEAR [II], and Rumor Routing [12] are the recently
proposed routing protocols for sensor networks to disseminate query andlor data. All of these
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algorithms rely on flooding techniques, and use different heuristics to minimize flooding and
setup directed paths.

3 Routing in A simple Linear Network
Unattended operations and limited energy of the sensor nodes demands a routing scheme,
which minimizes energy consumptions for routing data from the sources to the sink. At this point,
several research questions arise: Lo minimize energylcost,
1) How the sensors should be placed (sensor distribution)?
2) How many sensors should be deployed (density)?

3) Which routing scheme requires minimum energy?
4) What is the expected energy required for a given routing protocol when the sensors are

placed randomly?
To answer the above questions, we begin with a simple one-dimensional sensor array shown
Figure 2. For the purpose of analysis, a transmission step and a transmission phase are defined as
follows.
Definition 1. Transmission Step. A transmission step is the time duration in which a node begins
and completes transmitting data to the next hop.
Definition 2. Transmission Phase. A transmission phase a collection of successive transmission
steps that begins with the steps when the sources start sending data and ends with the step when
the sink receives data from all of the sources.
Considering data-centric routing the following assumptions are made.
Assumption 1. Each node waits until it receives data from all of its descendants and upon
receiving, aggregates received data (including its own) then sends to the next hop.
Assumption 2. In each transmission phase, each source sends data exactly once.
Lemma 1. If tt be the number of sensors nodes. the total number of transmissions in each
transmission phase is n.
Proof: Assumption 1 and 2 lead us to the conclusion that each sensor node needs to transmit
exactly once in each transmission phase. That is, the number of total transmission is n.
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Figure 2. A simple linear network - one-dimensional sensor array.
Theorem 1. Considering a simple linear network, let the sink receive data from a distance R
using n hops placed in a straight line. The totaL transmission energy is millimallVhell nodes are
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Using Theorem 1, we realize that energy consumption is minimal when nodes are equally
spaced and observe that transmission energy is a strictly monotone decreasing function of number
of nodes. This observation suggests using as much sensor as possible to minimize energy
consumption. However, there is a constant (independent of distance) amount of energy
requirement for each transmission al the receiving end and also may be at the sending end to
processing data (data aggregation and processing data packets). Furthermore, cost of sensor nodes
need to be considered to find the optimal number sensor nodes. Theorem 2 gives the optimal
number of sensors for a simple linear network.
Theorem 2. To minimize the total cost, the optimal number oj sensors nodes in a simple linear

network is nO"' = R

"

eTC,
C s +TEcCc

,where

C and C

are the costs per sensor and per unit

,'C

energy. and c, T, and E c are the constant energy factor, the estimated number oj transmissions
phases in the lifetime of the network, and the cOlis/am amount oj ellergy associated with per
transmission. respectively.
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Corollary 2.1. Ignoring 'he cost 01 the sensor nodes
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In many applications, we may not be able to position nodes at the exact positions. Instead, we
might need to through the sensors randomly in the area of interest. In such a situation, although
we are not able to get the minimum energy configuration, we are interested to find the expected
energy required for transmission. The following lemmas and theorems give us way to compute
expected energy for random distribution of the sensor nodes. An interesting result (Theorem 3
below) to observe is that the expected energy consumption in a linear network with randomly
distributed nodes is bounded by 2Emin , twice the energy consumption when the nodes are
equally spaced.

Lemma 2. For the simple linear network model, when the nodes are randomly distributed. the
probability density function that a node transmit to distance r (i.e. the /lext hop is at distance r) is

P(r)= n;l

"-'
1-;
( )

Proof: Consider any arbitrary node N at point A shown in Figure 3. Assuming uniform
distribution, the probability that a particular node is on the line segment AS of length r is

!.... .
R

The probability that the next hop N'is within distance r
= the probability that at least one of the n - r nodes (except N) on AB
=

1-(1- ;f

s-----+'I .
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Figure 3. Randomly dislribuled sensot nodes

This is the cumulative distribution function. The derivative of this function is the probability
density function. That is,
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Theorem 3: The expec[ed energy consumption in one transmission phase of a simple linear

2 R'
Ec~ = _c_ S; 2Emin .

network with randomly distributed n nodes is

n+ 1

p

Proof: Energy consumption for one transmission to distance r is cr <! • Therefore, the expected
energy consumption for one transmission is

r
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4 Ronting in Two Dimensional Networks
In this section we examine network configuration to minimize energy consumption in routing
data in a two dimensional network. First we analyze manual configuration of the network, where
we are able to fix the nodes in the desired locations, followed by the analysis of the network with
randomly distributed nodes.

4.1

Manual Placement of the Sensor Nodes

From the analysis of the simple linear network, we foresee that the energy consumption in a
two dimensional network is also minimum when nodes are unifonnly spaced. Equilateral triangle,
square, and hexagon are such three possible uniform arrangements of the nodes (Figure 4).
However, some coverage (the whole region of interest is covered) criterion must be satisfied by
the sensor nodes. We define coverage as follow.

Definition 3. Coverage, d. We say, coverage by a set of sensor nodes in a region L is d if d is the
minimum distance such that every point in the region L has at least one sensor node within
distance d. More formally,
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Covecage.

d = max{D{p.
N,))
,.,

Where, n{p,Nn ) is the distance of the nearest sensor oodeN p from point p.

b) Square

a) Triangular

c) Hexagonal

Figure 4. Uniform arrangements of the sensor nodes
Let us examine the triangular arrangement first. We assume that the area A of the region (L)
under consideration, hence the required number of nodes, is large.
Let each side of a triangle is r i.e. that each node transmit to distance r to the next hop. Area

1
.
1e =-r.rsm-=-r
."../3, .
of one tnang
2
3
4
Each node shares 6 triangles (6 triangles meet at one point). Share of a node to one such
triangle is ..!.. node. For each triangle, there are 3 nodes at the 3 vertices. Therefore, the number of
6
nodes per triangle is ..!..x 3::::..!..; that is, area per sensor node = area of two triangles =

6

2

.
IftherearennodesmareaA,
n../3
- r 2 =A:::::-r= ( 2A
r;;
2
v3n

J3 r 2 .
2

)~
"mmmm

Radiation energy for fI transmissions, em = Ilcr nJ = IlC(
J;,l
)

2

=2 2 3

4

cA 2 nIl.

The furthest point inside a triangle from its vertices is the centroid of the triangle; that is, the
coverage in a triangular arrangement is the distance belween a vertex and the centroid as shown
in Figure 5.

d

Figure 5. Coverage, d, in triangular, square, and hexagonal arrangement
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Height of the triangle, h=.J3 r;coverage,
=0.62
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In the similar fashions, we can calculate radiation energy and coverage in square and hexagonal
arrangements. The values are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Coverage and radiation energy for Il nodes deployed in area A. The last two columns
shows energy when m is 2 and 3 respectively.

Arrangement
Triangular
Square
Hexagonal

O.62H
O.71H
"
o.ssH
"

Energy with
m=2

Energy, em

Coveragc.d

'"

2 2 x3

.
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cA 2 11

2 m x3
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4 cA2 11
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4
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1. 15cA

cA
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l-~

2"

O.77cA

Energy with
m=3

g"
cg"
g"

1.24c -

O.66c -

We see that as the number of sides in the shape increases, energy consumption decreases bm
coverage becomes poorer. Next we analyze what are the energy consumptions to get a constant
coverage in all arrangements. The energy consumptions and required number of nodes to have a
coverage d is given in Table 2. The values are simply re-expressed in terms of d using the
relationship between d and n (e.g., equation I for triangular arrangement).
Table 2. Required number of nodes and energy consumptions to satisfy coverage d. The last two
columns shows energy when In is 2 and 3 respectively.

Arrangement
Triangular
Square
Hexagonal

Required n

2A =O.3S~
3../3d'
d'
A
A
- - 2 =0.50-,
2d
d
4A =O.77~
3../3d'
d'

Energy, em
nr-3

2x3

2

cAd nr - 2

~-I

2' eAd m- 1

----±- cAd

m-2

Energy with
m=2

Energy with
m=3

1.l5eA

2eAd

cA

IAlcAd

O.77cA

O.77cAd

3../3

Keeping the coverage constant, as the number of sides in the shape increases, still radiation
energy decreases but required number of nodes increases. Again, total energy consumplion in
digital and radio electronics increases with number of nodes. That is, radiation energy decreases
and electronic energy consumptions increases with the number of sides of the shape. We
conclude that there is an optimal arrangement for a specified d; that is, there are some boundary
values and ranges for coverage d, which determine the optimal arrangement to minimize total
energy consumption.

s

Let ec be the average electronic (digital and radio) energy consumption by a sensor node in
one transmission. In one transmission phase (n transmissions), total energy consumptions =
electronic energy + radiation energy. For triangular arrangements, total energy consumption,
ar-3

2x
3-'-c
Ad m-'
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Triangular arrangement is better than square arrangement when, Ernanglc < E.<q,,,,,<:,
i.e.,
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X
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ec +2x3-'-cAd m- 2 <4ec +2 2 - cAd m- 2
3 3d'
2d

Eh~all''''QI'

when d

<[ ~

,
-3v'3 .

e;);;

2'3./3-8
Let us consider a scenario with m::: 3, C ::: 200 pJlbitlm3, electronic power consumption::: 50
mW, and effective data transmission fme ::: 10 Kbps. Then ec ::: 25xlO"J/104 = 25xlO-7 Joule.
E'rilInlll~ < EsqlllIre if d < 13.49 m and EsqlllIre < Ehallgonlll if d < 17.36 m. We envision that in most
of the cases, desired coverage d < 13.49; that is, in those cases, triangular arrangement is optimal.

4.2

Random Distribution of the Sensor Nodes

In this section, we analyze routing and energy consumptions when the sensors arc randomly
(uniform) distributed in a two dimensional region. For the purpose of analysis, lhe following
definitions and assumptions are made.
Definition 4. Routing Path. A rOUling path is the path along which a source sends data to the
sink.
Definition S. Routing Tree. The rouling paths in a network form a tree when they satisfy the
conditions a) a routing path does not contain any cycle and b) if two routing paths merge at some
node, they never get separated. This tree is called a routing tree.
Assumption 3. A node can be connected to (can communicate with) the other nodes, which are
within a specified distance.
Definition 6. Connectivity Graph. A connecti vity graph, G = (V, E), is the graph where V is the
set of sensor nodes and for any two nodes

u and v,

weight of the edge

(u, v), w(u, v) = the

distance between u and v if u and v can communicate wilh each other (e.g., if they are within a
specified distance), otherwise w(u, v) = 0::>.
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Theorem 4. Let G = (v, E) be the connectivity graph of the sellsor nodes. A routing tree with
minimum energy consumption is a minimum spanning tree on G.
Proof: Let

w(u, v)

be the weight of the edge

(u, v)

in G. Energy required for one transmission

2

u to v is cw (u, v). Let G' be the graph with the same vertices and edges as in G but
weight for edge (u, v), w' (u, v) = = ifw(u, v) =
otherwise w' (u, v) = cw 2 (u, v), i.e., energy

from

00,

required for one transmission from u to v. A minimum spanning tree T' on G'
minimizes L w' (u, v), which is L cw 2 (u, v), that is, T' minimizes energy consumption for a
{u,v):;T'

(u,v);T'

transmission phase.
Now we show that for all u and v, (u, V)E T' if and only if (u, V)E T, where T is the
minimum spanning tree on G. Consider Kruskal's algorithm [8] to find minimum spanning tree:
the edges are sorted by non-decreasing weight, then, to form tree, edges are added one by one
from the sorted list. An edge (u, v) is added to the tree if u and v are not connected using the
edges already added. For any two edges

(ul,v]) and (U 2,V 2), W'(UI,VI)~W'(U2,V2)

cw (u] , VI) ~ cw (u 2 , v2 ) <=:> w(u] ,v]) ~ w(u2 , v2 ),
2

2

that is, the bOlh set of weights w' and
w produce the same sorted order of the edges. As a result, the set of edges in T' is equal to the
set of edges in T. Since T' minimizes energy consumption, hence, T does so.
<=:>

o
The following theorem (Theorem 5) gives a lower bound on expected radiation energy in one
transmission phase in a sensor network with randomly distributed nodes in a circular area. That
is, there exists no routing scheme for which the expected radiation energy in one transmission
phase is less than this lower bound.
Lemma 3. In a two dimensional network model, the probability density function that a node

...

(R)

. . . . n-12r

transmIt to dIstance r(t.e. the nearest neIghbor lS aedlstance r)

IS

2

r2

"-2

(1- R J
2

Proof: A particular node has its nearest neighbor within distance r (Figure 4) with probability

(

1- 1-

~22J"-'

The derivative of this function,

(n ~~)2r (1 - ~22J"-2 ,is

the probability

density function.

o
Theorem 5. A lower bound on the Expected energy consumption in one transmission phase is
2
cR , where c is the constant energy factor and R is the radius of the area covered by the sensor
nodes.
Proof: Consider each node send to the nearest neighbor. In any routing scheme, a node cannot
send data to a closer distance than distance to its nearest neighbor. The probability density
function that the nearest neighbor is at distance r is given by

P(r)= (1l~~)2r(l_ ;:
Expected energy consumption in one transmission is

10
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[Lemma 3].
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5 Self-Configuring Nearest Neighbor Tree
Computing a minimum spanning tree in a distributed fashion takes O(n log n). message
passing among the nodes. If reconfiguration of the tree needs to be done frequently, the
configuration overhead becomes significant. In such a situation, an approximation algorithm can
serve better. We propose an approximation algorithm called the nearest neighbor routing.
A neares[ neighbor tree (NNT) is tree where each node is connected to the nearest among its
available neighbors. We say a neighbor is available for connection if and only if the neighbor is
nol connected yet. The delail of the algorithm, how a sensor network self-configures to form a
nearest neighbor tree, is given below.
a. Building neighbor list: Each node broadcasts a signal with its ill and creates a list of the
IDs of the nodes from which it receives signal. From the strength of the signals received, the
distances of the nodes are estimated. Based on this distance, a sorted list of the neighbors is
created.
b. Getting connected: Each node set a timer proportional to the remaining energy and
number of neighbors. When the timer expires, a node selects it's nearest available node to get
connected to. If node p gets connected to node q, p is no longer available for further connection
and q is available if it is not connected to any other node in some previous step. A node closer to
boundary or in a sparse region has lower limer value, hence gets connected early to avoid deadend (described below). A node with higher remaining energy gets connected later that allow them
to be closer to the root of the tree. A node closer to the root consumes more energy in longer idle
listening and data aggregation.
c. Resolving dead end: Consider a scenario that node p is not connected yet and all
neighbors of p are connected to some nodes, i.e., there is no available neighbor for p to get
connected to; we say p is in dead end. If there is only one node is in dead-end, iL is the root of the
tree. If there are more than one node are in dead-end, those nodes increase their transmission
distance, communicate with each other and select the node with highest remaining energy as the
root, and other nodes get connected to the root.

6 Simulation Results
The goals of the experiments are to compare the required radiation energy in minimum spanning
tree and nearest neighbor tree with those of three cluster-based trees generated by LEACH [9],
Localized [17] and LLC [18] algorithms. The theoretical analyses of the mndom networks are
also verified with the simulated data.
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6.1 Experimental Setup
200 sensor nodes are randomly (uniform distribution) distributed in a square area
200mx200m and the data-sink (base station) is considered to be at 200m from the center of the
sensor field. For the sake of fairness, every measured parameter is computed by averaging 50
different random distributions of the nodes. Considering that the self-configuration process needs
to be repeated over the lifespan of the sensor networks and the nodes already lost a portion of
their energy, the current energy of a node is randomly selected from the range of 30 to 50 Joule.
Various power and energy related specifications are collected from [9, 19,20] and in some
cases adjusted and normalized to keep consistent with the motes developed by University of
California, Berkeley [21]. We compute the radio path loss with an empirical r3 model. The energy
consumption to transmit k bits to distance r is given by k(EI;X + Er.'d/')' where E~ is the energy
consumed by the radio electronics to transmit one bit and End is the radio path loss per bit per
cubic meter. The simulation parameters are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Simulation Parameters
Parameters
Di!rital Electronics
Radio Receiver Electronics
Radio Idle Listening
Radio Trans. Electronics
Radio Sleeo Mode
Radio Path Loss
Transmission Rate

Value
11 mW
13.5 mW
13.5 mW
24.8mW
15uW
200 pJ/bitlm

1 Mbps

6.2 Results
The expected energy consumption in linear network (Theorem 3):
The theoretically calculated value is 7.96 Micro Joule and simulation value is 7.93 (by averaging
10000 repetitions) with R =2000, n =200.
The expected energy consumption in a two 2-d network (Theorem 5):
The theoretically calculated value is 2.0 Micro Joule and simulation value is 2.14 (by averaging
10000 repetitions) with R =200, n =200.
We see the theoretically calculated values are very close to the simulated results.
Radiation Energy for various routing trees:
Radiation energies required to transmit I-bit of data by all of the source nodes to sink are
compared among the routing schemes.
The best possible clustering by the algorithms LEACH, Localized, and LLC consumes 24.34 mJ,
12.42 mI, and 12.42 mJ of energy respectively while energy consumption in minimum spanning
tree (MST) is 1.66 mI. Energy radiated in cluster-based tree (CBT) is 7.5 times larger than that in
MST.
Radition energy required in nearest neighbor tree (NNT) is 2.70 mJ which is 1.6 Limes larger
than that in MST. We can assume that NNT formed by the given algorithm is 2-appromation to
MST. Again, energy consumption in CBT is 4.6 times larger than that in NNT.
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7. Conclusions
The analyses and experiments presented in this paper, leads us to the following
conclusions. In a simple linear network, energy consumption is minimal when the nodes
are equally spaced. In a manually configured two-dimensional sensor network, triangular
arrangement is optimal when coverage requirement is very high i.e. every point in the
region must have a sensor node within close proximity. It is proven that minimum
spanning tree is the optimal data aggregation tree. The proposed approximation
algorithm, nearest neighbor routing consumes less energy than twice the required energy
in minimum spanning tree.
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